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Fig.2. Skill hierarchy partitioning the overtaking maneuver into the behaviors PassOut, PassCar, and PassIn 

 

Fig. 3. Implementation of the skill Maneuverj by the assemblage of a Bayesian Gating 

Model Gj and submodels Bj and Ajk with BIC-relevant peephole percepts P 

 

Fig.1. Reactive Bayesian Autonomous Driver (BAD) model based on a 2-time-sliced dynamic Bayesian network

  

Fig. 4. Experimental setup with TORCS course, variables of interest, and data classification 

Fig. 5. Action-model PassOut (one speed-, two distance-, and time-based peephole percepts) 

Fig. 6. Behavior-Classification-model Overtaking with one distance-based and one time-based peephole percept 

Fig. 7. Inadequate percept-action mapping behavior according PassOut-Action model 

Fig. 8. Adequate percept-action mapping behavior according PassOut-Action model 

The Bayesian Autonomous Driver Mixture-of-Behavior (BAD MoB) model could be used as a monitor of the 

driver’s behavior. First, it could be used to compute the likelihood of the actual driving behavior under the 

assumption of a correct selected action model. Second, it could be used to predict the focus of attention on 

the basis of driver actions by answering the questions P(Percepts | Actions). Third, it could be used to 

predict deficits in SA. Behavior and actions which seem to be unlikely in the view of the scenario-relevant 

valid action model are indicators of reduced SA. At the same time the abducted BIC-relevant percepts 

should be checked whether they could be observed in the driving situation. If not then this gives a hint that 

the driving behavior is inadequate for the situation. Furthermore the abducted nonrelevant percepts give 

hints where hazards could intrude the local vicinity of the vehicle unnoticed from the situational attention 

system of the driver.  

Situation Awareness (SA) is defined as the perception of elements in the environment within a volume of 

time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future. 

Lacking SA or having inadequate SA has been identified as one of the primary factors in accidents attributed 

to human error.  Here we present a probabilistic machine-learning-based approach for predicting the focus 

of attention and deficits of SA in real-time using a Bayesian driver model as a driving monitor. This Bayesian 

driving monitor generates expectations concerning the focus of attention and deficits in SA conditional on 

the actions of the driver which are treated as evidence in the Bayesian driver model. 


